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The 12 vignettes are performed one after the other, without breaks. However, the players choose the order in which they want to play the pieces themselves. In the course of a performance individual pieces can be repeated any number of times, though not immediately. The number of repeats of the individual pieces does not need to be the same for all pieces during one performance. The duration of a performance should be at least 13 minutes.

commissioned by the Franz Marc Museum, Kochel am See

Bridge with Rider

Figure in Absolute Position (Willi Baumeister)

Untitled (Wassily Kandinsky)

Blankenese (Erich Heckel)

Three Men in the City (George Grosz)

Jumping Horse (Franz Marc)

Small Horse Painting (Franz Marc)

Tiger (Franz Marc)

Space of the Houses (Paul Klee)

Fetishes (Exotic Figures I) (Emil Nolde)
(page 10)
The Room with a View in the Franz Marc Museum (Diethelm & Spillmann, Architects)
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Two Female Dancers (Ernst Ludwig Kirchner)

(page 12)
The Snake Worshipper in the Market Square of Thebes (Else Lasker-Schüler)